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Abstract 

 

In this paper we writing in turbocharged diesel engine with inter cooling process, the turbocharged diesel engine using the inter-

cooler and increased the performance of turbocharger system (turbocharged diesel engine).the intercooler are this two type are 

generally used air-to-air intercooler and air-to-water intercooler. Increasing fuel prices and more strin-gent emission regulations 

are the most powerful driving force behind the developments. This particularly applies in the commercial vehicle sector, where 

optimal efficiency is the permanent objective. The commercial vehicle of the future is characterized by high cost-effectiveness 

and meets all applicable emission regulations. Mobility will remain at least at the cur-rent level, but will more likely increase. 

Coolers of different constructions and versions are used for the charge air inter cooling.        
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper are analyze the turbocharged diesel engine using inter-cooling and inter-cooling process .The inter-cooling work are 

the intercooler is any mechanical device used to cool a fluid, including liquids or gases, between stages of a multi-stage heating 

process, typically a heat exchanger that removes waste heat in a gas compressor. They are used in many applications, including 

air compressors, air conditioners, refrigerators, and gas turbines, and are widely known in automotive use as an air-to-air or air-

to-liquid cooler for forced induction (turbocharged or supercharged) internal combustion engines to improve their volumetric 

efficiency by increasing intake air charge density through nearly isobaric (constant pressure) cooling. And inter cooling of filling 

medium has also been used for almost a hundred years. From the mentioned it results that not only theoretical fundamentals of 

turbo-charging and supercharging of combustion engines fuelled by liquid and gas fuels but also their practical utilization have 

been well-known and widely recognized. The share of production and utilization of turbo-charging or supercharging combustion 

engines has significantly increased recently. It is the case of both supercharged compression ignition engines and also of 

supercharged spark ignition engines. 

 
Fig. 1: Turbo-charger system with intercooler system    
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II. INTERCOOLING MODEL                   

The intercooler is modelled as a heat exchanger with fixed area, heat transfer coefficient and cooling volumetric flow. Decrease 

of charge air temperature    determined from heat exchanger      . 

Effectiveness ( )  

 
where is: 

rtemp(2),   K – compressor discharge temperature, 

hi(3),      K – intercooler discharge temperature and 

hi(2),      K – Coolant inlet temperature ( is assumed to be fixed). 

 
Fig. 2: schematic of intercooler 

The heat exchanger effectiveness can be derived from graphic correlations for the various types heat exchanger (6). Effectiveness 

can be determined with capacity ratio and the number of heat transfer unit, the expression for effectiveness is a simple   from 

Number of heat 

 
Transfer unit (Ns) is determined from: 

Where is 

S, m2         – Surface area heat Exchange (is fixed), 

U, J/m2K      – heat transfer coefficient based on surface area S and 

Cmap (1) , kg/s  – flow rates charge air and 

cp, J/kgK      – specific heats at constant pressure. 

III. CONTENTS 

1) Internal combustion engines 

2) Air-to-liquid intercoolers 

3) Charge air cooler 

IV. INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES 

Intercoolers increase the efficiency of the induction system by reducing induction air heat created by the turbocharger and 

promoting more thorough combustion. This removes the heat of compression (i.e., the temperature rise) that occurs in any gas 

when its pressure is raised or its unit mass per unit volume (density) is increased. 

 Intercoolers also eliminate the need for using the wasteful method of lowering intake charge temperature by the injection of 

excess fuel into the cylinders' air induction chambers, to cool the intake air charge, prior to its flowing into the cylinders. 

 This term is now considered archaic in modern automobile terminology, since most forced-induction vehicles have single-

stage turbochargers, although "after cooler" is still in common use in the piston-engine aircraft industry. In a vehicle fitted with 
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two-stage turbocharging, it is possible to have both an intercooler (between the two turbocharger units) and an after cooler 

(between the second-stage turbo and the engine. In general, an intercooler or after cooler is said to be a charge-air cool. 

 Compression by the turbocharger causes the intake air to heat up and heat is added due to compressor inefficiencies (adiabatic 

efficiency).    

 
Fig. 3: Courses on temperature on engine entry 

V. AIR-TO-LIQUID INTERCOOLERS 

A custom-built air-to-water intercooler, as used in a time attack car, Air-to-liquid intercoolers are heat exchangers that transfer 

intake charge heat to an intermediate fluid, usually water, which finally rejects heat to the air. These systems use radiators in 

other locations, usually due to space constraints, to reject unwanted heat, similar to an automotive radiator cooling system. Air-

to-liquid intercoolers are usually heavier than their air-to-air counterparts due to additional components making up the system 

(water circulation pump, radiator, fluid, and plumbing. 

 Air-to-liquid intercoolers are by far the most common form of intercooler found on marine engines, given that a limitless 

supply of cooling water is available and most engines are located in closed compartments where obtaining a good flow of 

cooling air for an air-to-air unit would be difficult. In such a system, the intercooler will be attached to the sea water circuit and 

placed before the engine's own heat exchanger to ensure a supply of cool water. 

VI. CHARGE AIR COOLER 

A charge air cooler is used to cool engine air after it has passed through a turbocharger, but before it enters the engine. The idea 

is to return the air to a lower temperature, for the optimum power for the combustion process within the engine. 

A charge-air cooler is simply an all-encompassing term, meaning that it cools the turbo's air charge before it is routed into the 

engine. Usually a charge-air cooler means an air-to-air cooler where the heat is rejected using ambient air flowing through the 

heat exchanger, much like the engine's coolant radiator.  

 An intercooler, or "Charge-Air Cooler", is an air-to-air or air-to-liquid heat exchange device used on turbocharged internal 

combustion engines to improve their volumetric efficiency by increasing intake air-charge density through isochoric cooling. In 

general, an intercooler or after-cooler is said to be a Charge-Air Cooler. 

VII. FUTURE PROSPECT  

In relation to possible cost savings, measures involving other engine components are being looked into, as well as measures 

involving the PBS module itself, such as the use of plastic components. In particular, the possibility of producing the compressor 

wheel from the turbocharger out of steel or a ferrous alloy is currently being looked into. Compressor wheels of turbochargers 

are increasingly being made from titanium alloys instead of aluminum alloys, due to the current charging-air pressure 

requirements. This involves considerable costs. Compression wheels made from ferrous alloys are normally not conceive-able, 
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due to their high mass/ inertia and the associated response drawbacks. Simulations carried out have shown that these response 

drawbacks are more than compensated. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Efficient way which currently uses to reduce the fuel consumption is based in reduction cylinder volume of internal combustion 

engine and power to be same or higher. Key component is turbocharged diesel internal combustion engine. It is possible and 

practical to use heat transfer calculations when sizing a turbocharger cooling system. However, one must take into consideration 

the operational environment and flow characteristics of the system in order to make an informed decision on which system to 

install. Mutual confrontation of output of simulation and experiment will be employed in the improvement of further steps to be 

taken to make the obtained results accessible. The engine tests were carried out in five points of its external rotation 

characteristic. 
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